Cost of a Modern Sea Battle - $6,000,000 An Hour!
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SMOKING powder and steam, spouting shell-laden guns are the ugly accompaniments of an hour's battle, in a Typical Fleet engagement. In this diagram the usual glistening fleet is featured, composed of armored ships of various sizes, and a couple of wrought iron vessels, the officers of which are known as 'battle boys', but the vessels are all iron, not steel. This is the usual assumption of our fleet, and the fleet of the enemy's. The usual fleet is composed of a dozen or more vessels, and each vessel is manned by a crew of officers and men. The number of officers and men on each vessel varies from 500 to 1000, and there are as many vessels as there are officers and men. The usual fleet is composed of a dozen or more vessels, and each vessel is manned by a crew of officers and men. The number of officers and men on each vessel varies from 500 to 1000, and there are as many vessels as there are officers and men. The usual fleet is composed of a dozen or more vessels, and each vessel is manned by a crew of officers and men. The number of officers and men on each vessel varies from 500 to 1000, and there are as many vessels as there are officers and men.